PHOTOS OF BEST THREE BIRDS & JUDGES COMMENTS

J & J Fletcher (Tasmania)

B. Whalan (New South Wales)

Sheppard & Flanagan (Victoria)

Class 1 Normal Lt green, Dark green or Olive
Judges comments on class: Winners rated from Left to Right
Outstanding class of Light Greens with quality down to 10th
1. Outstanding bird with size/feather direction. Length of feather. Short tail feather but overall to strong for the rest of the others. Congratulations to the
winner.

2. Probably the most unlucky light green to come to the Nationals. An outstanding bird, perhaps requiring a bigger spot to have more impact. Once again
good feather direction, shape, and presents beatifically.
3. Powerful cock with major strength in body and solder. Good feather direction perhaps requiring more release of feather.
4. Lovely big strong hen. Just the cocks ahead are too strong.
Rest of the birds on top row are fairly even. Bird in 8th could have placed higher in better condition.
Judges comments (recorded by Carol Gough):
This is an outstanding class of birds. Top row are of very high quality.
Winner is an absolute standout. He has everything you can ask for. The tail is not 100% and we did penalise him for that but he is too strong - a magnificent
budgie that we all aspire to breed. Congratulations to the winner.
The second placed bird is the unluckiest green you will ever see at a national having met the first place getter today. It is another outstanding bird as well with
great shape and everything you could ask for. Perhaps his spots could be a fraction bigger and have a bit more impact but unfortunately he met something out
of the ordinary today.
The third bird is another powerful bird which is strong in the body and shoulder, got good feather and nice wide head but what he doesn’t have which the first
two have is the release of feather at the top which would make him look much more powerful.
The fourth bird is a lovely hen but the only thing we can criticise her is when she relaxes she drops the tail slightly but a really strong hen.
The birds on the top row we would all be lucky to have them they are just lovely birds. Fairly even from there down except for maybe the last two.

Bob Smith (South Queensland)

Sheppard & Flanagan (Victoria)

Class 2 Normal Grey Green
Judges comments on class:
Generally outstanding class. Birds on bottom row all good standard.
1.
2.
3.

Outstanding – face, size, mask. Super bird. Beautiful feather.
Another super bird. Beautiful face and size shoulder. Another impact bird.
Another good bird and clean through the head. Not quite the impact of the first two.
Next four birds all good stand – worthy to be on the top row.
Great class to judge.

Henry George (South Queensland)

Judges comments (recorded by Carol Gough):
A lovely class to judge right down to around 13th placing. A very even standard across all the birds on the top row. Any bird from 1 to 7 could easily win a
National Award
First bird is an outstanding bird . Shape, size, beautiful mask, super feathering. Same quality as the Light Green yesterday – just a super budgerigar.
Second bird was very unlucky to meet the first place getter today. A real power bird – beautiful face, shoulder, size of spot etc – a very nice bird.
Third place is another really nice bird with deep mask, a cleaner head but lacks the impact in the shoulder of the first two placings

D Goedee (New South Wales)

Sheppard & Flanagan (Victoria)

Doug Wales (Nth & Central Queensland)

Class 3 Normal Sky Blue, Cobalt, Violet or Mauve
Judges comments on class:
1.
2.
3.

Very powerful hen – lacks a spot and has some pin feathers. Strength through face. Strong shoulder.
Powerful cock – blood on cere. Steady. Good outline.
Another strong hen let down by mask.

Judges comments (recorded by Carol Gough):
A rather interesting class. There were a few concerns right across the class with condition and problems with variety especially bloom through the back of the
neck and down to the wings.
First place is a really nice hen who is very powerful. She has a few pins on the head is down a little on spots but strength through the face really won it for her.
She has nice strong shoulder and face.
Second is a cock bird with a little blood above the cere so his condition was not quite right. He is a nice steady bird with nice outline and nice blow.
Third is another strong hen but she is not well spotted so seeing she is not that strong in spot she has not got the same impact on us.
Fifth place is a Violet which is a striking bird but a little heavy in the wing area and has a broken tail.
The first few birds were very strong but a little disappointingly weak towards the bottom of the class.

Henry George (South Queensland)

J Lloyd & Sons (Western Australia)

Sheppard & Flanagan (Victoria)

Class 4 Normal Grey
Judges comments on class:
1.
2.
3.

Super Grey cock – big beautiful bird. Lovely face & mask. Even spots. Picked himself on the day. Credit to the breeder.
Another powerful cock with enormous blow of cap and face feather. Has a tendency to carry flights when not settled.
A lovely Grey cock with beautiful top end. Slightly spoiled by the trimming of mask and spots.

Judges comments (recorded by Carol Gough):
Another great class to judge right down to 11th or 12th placings.
The bird in first place picked himself from the word go. He is very strong, an outstanding Grey cock on a similar level to the big Light Green and Yellow Face
we saw yesterday. He is an absolute super bird. Lovely width of face and mask, wonderful even big spots, a real showman.
The second bird we originally had him in 4th or 5th place and the reason for that was he has a tendency to have his flights all over the place so it could be just
a conditioning thing but when we eventually got him up on the perch another big strong budgie and anyone would be pleased to have him in their aviary. The
only thing that makes him different from the first bird is that he doesn’t have the directional feather coming out from the cere as it has a tendency to go
backwards and then up.
Third place is another really solid type of budgie. He probably has the thickest and widest top end of all of them here but we had particular problem of getting
him to get him on the perch for any length of time. The mask and spots also require trimming.
Fourth place another really strong budgie , very strong in shoulders so much so that it makes it look as if his top end comes in, beautiful long cap feather and
once again a very nice bird. A credit to the breeder.
The bird in 7th place a Grey hen, looked liked she was going to feature in the top placings but had an outline problem where she displayed a lump on her back
but a great class to judge. The bird in Cage C was placed 14th due to a hip problem.

Sheppard & Flanagan (Victoria)

Sheppard & Flanagan (Victoria)

Peter Dodd (New South Wales)

Class 5 Black eyed Self ASC
Judges comments on class:
1.
2.
3.

A hen. Outstanding bird in class. Great body / solder head & feather. Marking heavily penalised but still too strong.
Strong cock with good feather length. Direction good variety for modern budgie. Outline shape let it down in final.
Best variety. Bird lacks feather of those in front. Has strong green sheen.
Rest of class falls away.

Judges comments (recorded by Carol Gough):
Quite a difficult class to judge. We had quite a dilemma with the first two birds .
First is the best bird with great body, shoulder and head but penalised heavily for markings but we felt she was so far in front of the other birds she had to win.
Second is a cock that has good length and directional feather, good variety but his outline let him down as it is not flash.
Third is a very nice variety bird although showing green sheen and a little down in head qualities.
Then the quality fell away but the class is a credit to the breeders who persevere with them.

A Rowe (Victoria)

C & B Gearing (Western Australia)

Class 6 Lutino
Judges comments on class:
Leading group of birds - Very pleasing – good colour and style.
Next group – quality but carrying suffusion.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Strong solder and face
Very strong bird. Nice length, feather above head. Tends to drop tail when nervous.
Solid bird – good width of face but needs more feather over top and back.
Good long bird – little too nervous.
Beautiful hen, but suffused.

A Rowe (Victoria)

Judges comments (recorded by Carol Gough):
Top 4 birds are very nice birds with excellent variety and appealing feather.
First place is very pleasing with good head, face, and overall a very good variety and a very pleasing bird.
Second place is extremely showy with nice length and feather but has a tendency to be a bit nervous and drops its tail slightly.
Third has a good solid body with good face width, feather direction across the eye and across the head.
Fourth is a little narrower than the ones above it.
Fifth is showing suffusion coming through the body but a striking hen.

Neil Fraser (South Queensland)

J Hewitt (New South Wales)

Class 7 Albino
Judges comments on class:
Generally outline & suffusion issues
1.
2.
3.

Bird very strong top-end. Longer wing affecting outline at times.
Strong hen showed up down – strong solder – shorter tail.
Nice faced hen. Outline issues – drop tail.
Remainder good outline birds without impact.

T Phillpott (Tasmania)

Judges comments (recorded by Carol Gough):
We found a lot of the birds had problems with markings and suffusion.
The first placed bird has a very strong top end. It is a little longer in the wing which affected its outline and showed a little bump but still a very strong bird and
is the best bird in the class by a mile.
Second place is a strong hen with lovely top end. She has probably one of the strongest shouldered birds in the class but she does have a short tail and
overall a very strong bird. Third is another hen but outline let her down at times. She has a lovely face and mask and shows a nice brow for a hen but outline
lets her down. We had trouble with the birds trying to show themselves to the best capacity and in regards to that the remaining birds on the top shelf all had
very even faces and all had good outlines but not enough impact to push the first three placings

Kakoschke & Rice (South Australia)

Sheppard & Flanagan (Victoria)

Class 8 Clearwing ASC
Judges comments on class:
Good class variety with modern features.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Nice big bird. Good clarity wings.
Nice bird – did not quite have the feathering in head of the first bird
Another nice bird – quite big
Hen – did not have the head qualities of the first three.
Nice variety birds
Nice variety birds

Sheppard & Flanagan (Victoria)

Judges comments (recorded by Carol Gough):
Good variety and size with modern feathering. I admit it was a bit of a let down after doing the Greys.
First bird is a nice big bird with nice clear wings.
Second is another nice bird but didn’t have the head feathering the first bird has.
Third is a big bird with nice clean wings but not the head qualities of the ones placed higher.
Fourth is a hen which was the same as third, nice clear wings but that lacked the required features in the bonnet.
Fifth & Sixth are good variety birds.
Overall a good class of Clearwings and congratulations to the breeders.

I Hunter (Victoria)

Peter Simic (South Australia)

J & S Bucior (New South Wales)

Class 9 Greywing ASC
Judges comments on class:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Strong grey green normal hen – good variety – beautiful feather. Flights are a bit short – overall too strong.
Cock, light green – short in body – good solder – colour uneven
Strong body with feather direction – no release – body colour very uneven
Solid hen with no feather length
Sky cock – similar to 3rd bird – wouldn’t show
6th & 7th are good variety birds – lacking modern features.

Judges comments (recorded by Carol Gough):
When we first walked up onto the platform we thought “what a great class of birds” but unfortunately most of them had problems.
The winning bird is a big strong hen that stands out and has all the modern features. She has good body colour, good variety bird, the flights are just
fractionally short and maybe in another week she will be outstanding. The second bird is a much smaller bird and has a big outline problem as he often sits
with a swayed back. Probably one of the strongest faces is the third bird but when you look closely at him you see that his colour is uneven all over and he
doesn’t relax his feather so we can’t see everything he has got. We did recognise he was a good budgie . Fourth hen has everything you want except not
quite enough feather and again fifth is similar to third but would not perch and at this level of competition it must perch.

I Hunter (Victoria)

M Hawke (New South Wales)

Class 10 Cinnamonwing ASC
Judges comments on class:
Unfortunately we had to disqualify a cage for three toes continually forward.
Overall good class
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Powerful Light Green – beautiful width, length of mask, good solid body. Lovely overall bird.
Very strong – tends to drop tail. Note quite as wide.
Nice top. Not quite the same substance as the front two.
Lovely face – wouldn’t show.
Nice big bird, just not the impact in face.

Mark Chidel (New South Wales)

Judges comments (recorded by Carol Gough):
The bird in cage I was disqualified as it displayed 3 forward toes even when we moved it around.
A very strong class and the first 4 to 5 birds are all very nice birds.
The winner is a powerful Light Green, big, beautiful width of mask, solid through the body and a lovely overall bird. A little out of condition. The first four
placings let themselves down slightly as they are all a little out of condition.
Second is another strong bird that tends to drop its tail occasionally. Not quite as wide as the winner but still a very nice bird.
Third has a very nice top end, a solid bird but not as much substance in the body as the first two but in the variety quite a nice bird.
Fourth has a beautiful brow and face but didn’t like showing.
Fifth is another nice bird with a beautiful top end but slightly narrower across the cere.

J & J McAllister (South Queensland)

N Wheatley (Western Australia)

Class 11 Spangle Double factor ASV, ASC
Judges comments on class:
Overall – several very stylish – but not powerful. Leading bird clear in variety.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Nice shapely bird – head feather blows well – down in size in proportion.
Similar feather & strong colour. Nice width
Similar stylish – shows well when he releases
Larger hen then the first 3, but heavily suffused and markings

O'Callaghan Family (North & Central Queensland)

5.

Turned away and wouldn’t show
Judges comments (recorded by Carol Gough):
We ended up going for the three birds at the top who were stylish and showed themselves in proportion and clean in variety.
The winning bird has shaped, blows its feather well, size is not as important as proportioned and he is really a balanced bird.
Similar in second but has nice colour and nice width in the face but probably not quite an impact bird. Third place tended to tense a little bit but when he did
show, he showed what he had. We liked the fourth bird for quite a while but the amount of suffusion he has running throughout his body and the markings
really worked against him but he is a very useful bird but penalised heavily for variety. I was worried by the fifth bird as he turned his back on us almost the
whole time. When he occasionally turned around briefly and we found he was a solid bird but did not have the head qualities of those placed above him. It is a
rather a strange habit he has of turning away. The rest of the class faded away quite a bit.

G & J Horrobin (South Queensland)

Sheppard & Flanagan (Victoria)

Kakoschke & Rice (South Australia)

Class 12 Opaline ASV, ASC
Judges comments on class:
1.
2.
3.

Sky Hen – Big powerful well balanced. Beautiful mask spots. Presentation perfect.
Powerful Cock – not quite in condition. Everything you could want but wouldn’t show us everything.
Light Green Cock – Well balanced. Not a good shower but has lovely side direction.
4th & 5th – Lovely grey hens – very similar.

Judges comments (recorded by Carol Gough):
It was a pleasure to judge this class. Unfortunately Cage E was placed quite high originally but had to be disqualified as it displayed three forward toes at all
times.
First is a hen that went to the front in the beginning and stayed there till the end. She did everything that was asked of her today. She is beautifully presented,
got everything you require in a budgerigar, beautiful spots, beautiful mask, she is rock steady and an easy winner.
We did like the second placed bird, a beautiful sky cock bird, but he would not sit on the perches properly. He had a tendency to lie across the perch and we
feel he needs about another two weeks to come in and it would make all the difference as he is not feather perfect but still a very strong bird.
Third bird is a Light Green cock who doesn’t like to show but when we did get him on the perch and when he did relax, he has everything you want like
directional feather from the cere with lots of blow but not just steady.
From there on there was a lovely Grey with beautiful feather but not quite in condition and then they fell away a bit from there.

Kakoschke & Rice (South Australia)

M & R Fellows (New South Wales)

Murray & Spink (Victoria)

Class 13 Opaline AOSV, ASC
Judges comments on class:
1. Light Green Cinnamon – outstanding impact bird – missing flights on one wing but far superior to second.
2. Grey Green Cinnamon – Lovely strong cock bird – an absolute credit to the breeder – but unfortunately come up against the winner. Similar situation of
light green class.
3. Grey Green Opaline – long bodied bird – well-proportioned with nice feather. Just up against two better birds
4th to 7th – Nice birds without feather of those placed higher.

Judges comments (recorded by Carol Gough):
First place is a lovely big strong bird with outstanding impact, good directional feather. Missing a few flights but not enough to be penalised from first place.
Second is again a lovely strong bird and unlucky to have met the first place getter today.
Third has a long body and is well proportioned.
Fourth, fifth and sixth placing’s are all nice birds but lacking feather of those placed above them.

Wilson & Hoadley (Victoria)

Holmes Family (South Australia)

Class 14 Clearbody ASV, ASC
Judges comments on class:
Some very pleasing birds, showing the kinds of feather quality we are after.
1.
2.
3.
4.

A very solid bird with depth of mask and shoulder. Very shapely, well-proportioned bird.
Nice length and good shoulder. Feather condition let her down, but showed the whole time.
Good solid bird. Outline lets it down.
Even though has body, is not very substantial. Has a very nice head and depth of mask.

Sue Adams (South Australia)

Even quality throughout the class.
Judges comments (recorded by Carol Gough):
A good improvement in this variety. There are some strikingly good birds in the top placings.
First has a solid body, good mask and shoulder and a very nice Clearbody.
Second is a hen with nice head and shoulders, but feather condition let her down.
Third it was the body shape that let her down as it was not quite right but still a solid bird.
Fourth has not got the same body substance but still a nice face and mask and good head features.

Kerr Family (Tasmania)

R Loats (Victoria)

Peter Glassenbury (South Australia)

Class 15 Lacewing ASV, ASC
Judges comments on class:
Overall very good class.
1.
2.
3.

Hen – lovely bird who showed all though judging. Lovely outline – light suffusion, nice length
Hen – very nice same as first hen – good outline – good head feather – showed well – good solder
Nice overall cock – showed well at times but not the impact as the hens.

5th placed hen we liked but won’t stage.
Judges comments (recorded by Carol Gough):
It was a pleasure to judge this class as there are some very nice birds in the top row.
First two birds are lovely birds. The first placed bird showed all through the judging and didn’t put a foot wrong. It just sat there and said pick me. It has a
beautiful outline with lovely length, it has a little bit of suffusion but it didn’t affect it enough to be beaten. Second is a strong hen with good outline and nice
head features, showed well with good shoulder. The third placed cock although a very nice bird was unlucky to come up against two strong hens. Very nice
overall bird who showed well at times. Probably a little flat on the top of the head and lacks impact when compared to the hens. Fifth placed bird would not
perch. Overall first 7 to 8 birds are very strong and then they tailed off.

Ian Hanington (New South Wales)

De Rango & Skoric (Victoria)

Class 16 Fallow ASV, ASC
Judges comments on class:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Nice big strong cock bird. Good colour body.
Another cock bird would not show and blow in cap. Bit patchy in body colour.
Hen bird. Nice top end. Good directional feather. Good condition. Bit lazy on perch.
Another nice cock bird. Bit washed out in body colour.
Cock bird – would not show.

Mark Chidel (New South Wales)

Rest fell away a bit in size and head qualities.
Judges comments (recorded by Carol Gough):
A nice class with some nice birds.
First is a big strong cock bird with good body colour and nice contrast in the wings.
Second is another nice bird but won’t show himself, just wants to sit there and won’t release his head feathers.
Third is a hen with a good top end, good directional feather and good condition, but lazy on the perch.
Fourth is a nice cock bird with a nice top end but washed out in the body colour.
Fifth would not perch at all and then the quality fell away but overall a nice class.

Wood & Drew (Victoria)

L Downey (Victoria)

Class 17 Yellow Faced blue ASV, ASC

Judges comments on class:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Sky Blue cock – Impact budgerigar – wide shoulder with long feather – everything we desire
Grey cock – lovely strong cock without impact of first bird.
Grey cock – similar to second bird
Perfect feather without the top end of those in front.

Rob Halloran (South Queensland)

Judges comments (recorded by Carol Gough):
Once again we had that impact bird. It says here I am. It was a little unsteady in the cage today but once we got him up he let it go. He has everything we
want and more.
Second is a beautiful grey cock and the only thing he lacks is a little bit of feather length that the bird in front of him has. On any other day he would be the
winner. Third bird is another grey cock, very similar in style to second but not quite the feather length that is required. Fourth bird has probably the most
perfect feather condition but just hasn’t got the power in the shoulder up that the first three have. Fifth place is a little narrower in the shoulder.

Jupp & Scheerer (New South Wales)

Mokrzecki & Wright (South Queensland)

L & C Gordon (Victoria)

Class 18 Spangle ASV, ASC
Judges comments on class:
Outstanding class.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Cinnamon spangle. Super width of head. Beautiful bulleye spot. Didn’t show all the time but when he did he was excellent.
Another super bird – fantastic outline, head quality, size, showed all day.
Outstanding hen, slow starter, super variety bird.
Super hen, a bit lazy but another lovely bird.

5.

Another quality bird. Let down by lack of black in wings.
Good quality down to cage 10.
Judges comments (recorded by Carol Gough):
The top row is a super lot of budgerigars. How unlucky is the Grey cock in second place to have met the first bird today as it would have won the National any
other year.
First is a Cinnamon Spangle with nice wing markings, super width, great depth of mask, bulls eye Spots that you would die for- just an outstanding bird.
Second, the Grey cock showed all day. Lovely shape of head, a solid bird throughout and just unlucky to meet the Cinnamon.
Third is a Grey green hen who was a little bit slow to start. A beautiful variety bird, beautiful definition of black on yellow on the wing and overall a lovely hen.
Fourth is another powerful good shouldered hen.
Fifth is an Opaline Spangle but wing markings let her down.
Down to tenth placings are all super birds.

Graham Barlow (South Queensland)

J McMahon (Western Australia)

Kakoschke & Rice (South Australia)

Class 19 Dominant Pied ASV, ASC
Judges comments on class:
Very strong class overall – powerful birds well down the line
1.
2.
3.
4.

Won finally because he has everything in place. His head feathers are very strong – width, blow, back skull, height, stance excellent
Also very good – all round strong head, good outline. Soft feather – some flights missing.
Big strong bird. Massive solder, great length – but flights missing.
Impact bird but missing too many feathers.

Judges comments (recorded by Carol Gough):
The class we have been waiting for. We have been looking all day for a class that would really grab our attention and this is a strong class maybe right down
to tenth placing. The class is really worth looking at although some of the top birds have one or two flights missing. The top three or four birds are really
powerful and really outstanding birds. The winner has probably everything in favour for head features are really strong, width and blow, back skull, nice style
of body, good length. He didn’t give as much as he could have but he gave enough.
Second has nice impact, beautiful outline, soft feather but missing those couple of flights works against him a little bit. Third has strong massive shoulder,
good width and on any other day would be the winner. An excellent class.

Peter Simic (South Australia)

B Hunt (Victoria)

Wood & Drew (Victoria)

Class 20 Recessive Pied ASV, ASC
Judges comments on class:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Grey Green cock – very good budgie. Size, strength, showed. Directional feather blow. Congratulations.
Cock – slightly tubular in shape with enormous blow. Good variety.
Similar style of bird to first – wouldn’t relax and show.
Spangle – Good budgie – heavily penalised for variety.

Judges comments (recorded by Carol Gough):
First - what a budgie and an easy winner. It has everything you could ask for – it has body, it has size, good shoulder, width, feather direction and an easy
winner. Congratulations to the winner as you are doing a great job.
Second bird is another really good bird but hasn’t got the strength through the shoulder, or width across the front but has a lot of blow. When we first got up
here we thought he was going to win until we spotted the eventual winner.
Third is not unlike the first bird in shape, body, shoulder and width but he really did not want to show us too much. Once he let it go but he let himself down.
Fourth has good substance too but he is a two variety bird so subsequently we penalised it very hard. Being Spangle we really did penalise it really hard.
From there on, the birds did taper off a little bit but all the birds on the top row still have all the features you are looking for so whoever is breeding them is
doing a good job.

Sheppard & Flanagan (Victoria)

J Young (Western Australia)

Sheppard & Flanagan (Victoria)

Class 21 Crested ASV, ASC
Judges comments on class:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Cinnamon Hen - lovely strong bird – good condition – nice circular crest. Showed well
Dominant Cock- nice strong bird – solid body – nice full crest
Cinnamon Sky cock – good condition – nice feather and crest. Does not have body strength of first two birds
Sky Spangle – nice bird - bit of blood in cap.

Judges comments (recorded by Carol Gough):
Nice class of birds. Breeders have taken giant steps to improve this variety and is a credit to the breeders.
First bird is a lovely big strong bird with a nice full circular crest. Good condition and strong through the body. Second is another strong bird, solid through the
body with a full crest.
Third lacks some of the body strength .of the first two but a nice crest in nice condition. Birds down to tenth placing are very nice crest birds.

G Berwick (New South Wales)

Sheppard & Flanagan (Victoria)

Class 22 Hens ASV, ASC
Judges comments on class:
As usual some very strong hens down through the class. First four are very strong.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Very strong shoulder mask and feather. Excellent example of the variety.
Light Green- caught attention straight away but tail feathers were short.
Beautiful Spangle Cinnamon – reluctant to show but very powerful.
Yellow Face – did everything right.

Henry George (South Queensland)

5.

Sky – Also a good shower – a little narrow.
Judges comments (recorded by Carol Gough):
A very strong class – very striking. The first four birds we are particularly impressed with.
The first bird is a beautiful spangle, with beautiful variety, strong shoulder, beautiful mask, a lovely bird.
Second is a Light Green that hits you as soon as you see her. Unfortunately her tail feathers are only about three quarters grown but she does have two tail
feathers there and that takes away the balance a bit so she is not complete but still a very striking hen.
Third is a Cinnamon spangle which we really liked but she is so lazy and sits on the perch. But when she did sit she is really nice.
Fourth insisted on being noticed and is a great show bird with nice features.
Fifth is a Sky blue who is a good shower but a little narrow

